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Introductions & Initial Questions

- What questions do you have before we get started?
- What brought you to this session?
Funding & Fellowships in the Humanities (broadly defined)

- Why should I apply?
- What kinds of support does SU offer?
- Are there options for international faculty?
- What kinds of opportunities exist for internal and external funding / fellowships?
Why Apply for Research Funding/Fellowships?

- Enhances research & scholarship
- Broadens your networks, builds connections
- Contributes to your tenure & promotion portfolio
- Helps define ideas for your books & articles
- Provides opportunities for mentoring and collaboration
- Successful awards pave the way for other opportunities
How can SU support you?

- Proposal Consultation: Brainstorming/writing/editing *at any point in the proposal development process*
- Identifying possible funding/award/fellowship sources
- Connecting you with collaborators and other researchers
- Connecting you with institutional support from Corporate and Foundation Relations; Office of Sponsored Programs; SU Libraries
- Connecting you with SU’s membership in the National Center for Faculty Diversity and Development
- Recognizing your work
- Introducing you to the Research Administrator network
What are some SU funding/fellowship opportunities?

- **Collaboration for Unprecedented Success and Excellence (CUSE) Grant Program** (on pause this year)
- **Lender Center for Social Justice Faculty Fellowship**
- **Special Collections Research Center Faculty Fellows** (Summers)
- Community Engagement Faculty Fellows (start Summer 2021: contact Brice Nordquist, Dean’s Professor of Community Engagement, A&S)
- **Syracuse Office of Undergraduate Research and Creative Engagement (The SOURCE)** (undergraduate research assistants)
- **Moynihan Institute of Global Affairs** (Maxwell): Various Regional Centers
- Last but not least, the **Humanities Center**: Faculty Fellowships (A&S + Maxwell), CNY Humanities Corridor funding, and more ...
Syracuse University Humanities Center (SUHC)

Vivian May, Director | PI, CNY Humanities Corridor | Professor, Women’s & Gender Studies

SUHC facilitates partnerships and supports diverse research activities across SU and throughout the region. Our initiatives include:

• **Fellowships** for faculty and graduate students;

• Funding for humanities collaborations via the [CNY Humanities Corridor](http://humcenter.syr.edu), an 11-institution regional consortium housed at the Center;

• **Syracuse Symposium**, our thematic annual public events series;

• Programming partnerships / [co-sponsorship](http://humcenter.syr.edu) funding;

• Annual *Books in the Humanities* recognition, open to all SU authors.

301 Tolley Humanities Building | 315.443.7192 | humcenter@syr.edu | http://humcenter.syr.edu
How can you fund your research?

- **SU Subscription Resources**
- **Office of Research Awareness Sessions**
- Hall Center for the Humanities (KU) **Funding Resources Guides**
- **Foundation Directory Online** (Free access through SU Libraries)
- Your colleagues!
- Experts and Professional Organizations in Your Field
Q & A

Please let us know your questions via chat!
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